
Modernize antiquated 
systems quickly and 
lower costs
Improve customer relationship management 
and exceed high customer expectations

Save money by removing costly legacy applications and improving operational efficiency 

with SATRDÉ and Zendesk. With a deep-industry expertise in state departments, SATRDÉ in 

partnership with Zendesk provides an out-of-the-box, complete support solution for greater 

efficiency and happier constituents. Organizations see full functionality in 30 days with 

NASPO, mitigating implementation hurdles. 

Increase in 
CSAT with Talk

Savings in annual 
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First-Touch 
Resolution

Average  
Calls/Week

Spiking workloads, remote work, and outdated legacy systems have caused many 

department heads to take a hard look at their technology stack. Improving operational 

technical efficiency is critical as constituents begin to demand a more modern, digital 

experience. A thoughtful support strategy makes it simple for constituents to engage 

while lowering costs for the department.

The Zendesk and SATRDÉ Solution

35% $250K90% 20,000

“That’s the beauty of Zendesk—it doesn’t take a 
lot of IT input, it doesn’t take a lot of help, and it’s 
really easy just using your forms and your 
knowledge base.”

  

DUSTIN SWAYNE
Deputy Commissioner
Tennessee Department of Labor 
and Workforce Development at 
State of Tennessee

A closer look: The State of Tennessee
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Lockdown orders are creating an increase in inquiries, questions, and reporting 

for governments and community colleges. As call centers, offices, and websites 

see an influx, government agents can meet their customers where and how it’s 

convenient for them, including web, mobile, or social apps. Connected 

conversations ensure your customer never has to repeat themselves and keeps 

agents working more efficiently.

Simplify constituent communications

Join these innovators in government organizations 
in transforming constituent engagement:

Lower costs by streamlining clunky and duplicative legacy applications. 

Departments are able to prevent unnecessary spending and improve constituent 

experience, all while meeting stringent security regulations. Zendesk’s FedRAMP-

authorized cloud solution can be trusted to meet the stringent cybersecurity 

capabilities and processes required to handle federal data, as well as constituent 

information. This means remote employees can work efficiently while 

collaborating securely.

Save money and improve security by removing  
legacy applications

Keep departments in sync with a single source of truth. By streamlining all 

communication into one platform, agents are empowered with full context, 

improving operational efficiency throughout the entire support organization. 

Customers are able to deploy an end-to-end support solution in less than a month. 

Modernize antiquated systems quickly
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